OUTBACK
a Record of Discoveries and Investigations in my Roofless Classroom
Gimme Some Skin

*Sketch the pattern of a snake skin.*

Butterfly Haiku

*Write a haiku about a butterfly in flight. This kind of poetry does not rhyme. It is written in three lines of 5-7-5 syllables. Haiku also must be able to be read aloud in one breath.*
The Bandit

Write a short fable explaining why the raccoon wears a mask.
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Shades Of a LEaf

Place a leaf under this page and rub a crayon (or two) over it to make an impression below.
Ode to a Bush

On this page write a paragraph describing the most beautiful bush you have ever seen.

What Rock Did You...?

Draw a critter you find under a rock.
Squirrel Propaganda

Make a posterette in the space below asserting why squirrels are horrible (or great).

Imaginary BioLab

Capture a bug and conjure up in your mind an imaginary dissection. Draw it below, labeling all the parts.
Out Back
Specimen Collection Box

Cut out the shapes below and glue to a shoe box to hold your collection of natural treasures.

CAUTION
Do Not Look in this Box!
[It contains unsterilized and unsanitized products of nature]